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Abstract 
Although advances have been made on video compression and high speed network 
technologies, designing a Video-on-demand (VOD) server is still a very challen-
ging task. For one thing, the delivery of digital video must meet the real-time 
schedule; for another, digital video is large in volume and therefore demands high 
storage and transfer bandwidth. These two fundamental characteristics of di-
gital videos make it difficult to design a load balanced VOD storage server that 
supports continuous video data retrieval for various video playback modes. 
It has been recognized that VCR operations such as fast forward / rewind, 
pause and resume are important functionalities in providing VOD service. Most 
often, techniques proposed in solving VCR operations may require additional 
system resources such as extra disk I/O, additional buffer as well as the necessity 
of allocating extra network bandwidth for delivering the video object. In the 
dissertation, we propose a data blocks placement strategy for our VOD storage 
server. The use of subband video coding technique makes the placement strategy 
feasible for supporting various VCR functionalities and load balanced feature. In 
addition, we propose a disk scheduling scheme as well as an admission control 
policy so as to manage VOD server system resources efficiently. Finally, we 
determine the buffer requirement for delivering video object in our system. 
i 
The main contribution of the dissertation is that the proposed data blocks 
placement strategy, which strips multi-resolution video components across num-
bers of storage devices, allows the VOD storage server to support VCR func-
tionalities easily. More importantly, no additional system resources such as 1 /0 
and network bandwidth are required to support VCR display. Our video storage 
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Advances on distributed multimedia system and networking technologies have 
made it feasible for providing interactive television services. Interactive televi-
sion services allow geographically distributed users the flexibility to select and 
receive specific information through remote control units via the information su-
perhighways. A well interactive service provider usually offers various services 
ranging from banking service, distant learning education, home shopping, elec-
tronic newspaper, financial transactions, game service for single-user and multi-
user ,Internet netvigation to Video-on-demand service (V0D)[1]. 
Video-on-demand service is considered as one of the premier applications in 
interactive services. Unlike traditional television broadcasting service in which 
subscribers have no controls during the program delivery sessions, VOD users 
have more control flexibilities. Users can tailor their view preferences such as 
viewing dimensions and quality of a video playback for any playback duration. 
In addition, the subscribers can control the video playback rate during the pro-
gram delivery session. Besides, the on demand service saves the clients travel 
time to and from the video rental stores. Instead, they can select their favorite 
1 
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videos from the digital video library at any time and begin the playback service 
immediately. Therefore, providing VOD service is an attractive business in the 
entertainment market. 
A number of commercial VOD system prototypes have been built in the recent 
years. Bell Atlantic is one of the first companies that have developed a commercial 
VOD ITV system [2]. Another up-coming commercial VOD system is being 
developed by Hong Kong Telecom and IBM [3 . 
1.2 Motivation 
Designing a VOD server is a very challenging task due to the fundamental charac-
teristics of digital video. For one thing, the delivery of digital video must meet the 
real-time schedule because video frames data convey meaning only when presen-
ted continuously in time. Another reason is that digital videos are generally large 
in volume and thus have demanding transfer bandwidth and storage requirement. 
Therefore, a storage system that supports continuous video data retrieval as well 
as the network subsystems that ensure timely delivery of video data are the critical 
components in the design of a VOD server. 
It has been recognized that providing VCR operations is a major requirement 
in VOD service. However, implementing various VCR operations is not trivial, 
especially when the movies are coded based on the MPEG-1 standard. Under 
the normal video playback, the display bandwidth requirement of the MPEG-1 
video is around 1.5 Mbps. To support a VCRfast forward or fast rewind function, 
which is several times faster than the normal display speed, the system might need 
to retrieve video data at a faster rate and therefore an additional I /O retrieval 
bandwidth is needed. This implies that during the period which VCR functions 
are employed, we are adding more workload to both the VOD storage server and 
the communication network. This additional workload adds complexity to the 
design of the VOD system as well as to the network management algorithm. 
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In designing a VOD system, it is a challenging task to design a system that 
can support the multi-resolution viewing configuration at the end-user and vari-
ous VCR speed-up rates. Since digital video without scalable compression does 
not support multi-resolution nor multi-rate feature, the video server has to rep-
licate the same set of videos with various resolutions and rates to the storage 
system. On receiving the demand for using a particular resolution or VCR rate, 
the corresponding video data are then retrieved from the storage system. It is 
clear that this implementation wastes a great deal of storage space and hence 
such a design is not cost-effective. 
1.3 Scope 
Based on the above consideration, this dissertation proposes a video data block 
layout scheme for addressing a number of issues. First of all, the development 
of the proposed file system is based on a scalable video compression technique 
- subband video coding. The appealing feature offered by the subband video 
coding is that the digitized compressed video has multi-resolution as well as multi-
rate properties. These properties are very useful in providing the cost-effective 
VCR display service, in that the extraction of subsets of video stream makes the 
VCR functions demand no additional system resources such as I /O bandwidth 
on the VOD server and hence introduces no additional traffic into communication 
network. 
The presented video data block layout scheme is based on the concept of strip-
ing multi-resolution components across numbers of cooperating storage devices. 
The layout strategy offers load balancing feature during the normal and VCR 
display period. The load balancing property is a very important feature because 
the VOD system will not have a situation in which a single disk is highly loaded 
while other disks are lightly loaded. Due to this load balancing property, the 
VOD system can accept more viewing users, and thereby the system becomes 
more cost-effective. 
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Finally, the dissertation deals with system resources management. System 
resources such as buffer and disk I/O are limited when the video server supports 
many simultaneous users. Based on the proposed video block layout scheme, an 
I /O scheduling scheme and an admission control policy have been developed. In 
addition, the memory buffer requirement for each user in various display modes 
is also evaluated in this dissertation. 
1.4 Dissertation Outline 
The organization of the dissertation is as follows. 
In Chapter 2, we review the technology as well as the recent development of 
the VOD server. The chapter begins with the description of various interactive 
services provided by the interactive television providers. Then the discussion 
of the general architecture of VOD system and some popular video compression 
schemes are presented. At the end of the chapter, we briefly describe some related 
works of the VOD system. 
In Chapter 3, we propose a data placement policy in supporting video that has 
a homogeneous multi-resolutions ratio .^ The chapter begins with the description 
of disk model on which our proposed VOD file system is based. Then an example 
is given to illustrate how the assignment works for a video file which supports four 
resolutions. At the end of the chapter, a general framework on the assignment of 
video files with n resolutions support is presented. 
In Chapter 4, we explore the issues of disk scheduling and admission control 
policy for the proposed homogeneous multi-resolutions file system. The chapter 
begins with the presentation of the proposed disk scheduling scheme 一 cyclical 
scheduling policy. Then we illustrate how a new video stream for the newly 
admitted client is scheduled in the existing data retrieval schedule. Finally, the 
^The formal definition of video file supporting multi-resolution ratio is given in Chapter 3 
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conditions as well as the policy in deciding the admission of a new client is 
discussed. 
In Chapter 5, we show the proof of the load balancing property ofthe presented 
multi-resolution file system. 
In Chapter 6, we deal with the buffer arrangement for various display modes, 
normal and VCR display. We begin with the description of buffer organization for 
the VOD system. Then we present some examples for the interaction between 
the disk array system and the dual buffer system for providing smooth video 
playback services during various display modes. Lastly, we evaluate the buffer 
requirement for normal and VCR display in the VOD system. 
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation with a summary of the presented 
work. 
Chapter 2 
Background and Related 
Researches 
In this chapter, we describe some background works on the VOD system. We 
begin with a review on different VOD interactive services provided by the inform-
ation service providers in Section 2.1. We present a general architecture for VOD 
system in which we illustrate the functions of the video server, high speed network 
services and set-top box in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we list various popular 
video compression technologies that can be applied to VOD system. Finally, a 
few related research works are briefly discussed in Section 2.4. 
2.1 Interactive Services 
According to the amount of interactivity of which a customer can control, inter-
active television services can be categorized into several aspects [1, 4 
• Broadcast services 
The services are similar to the traditional television broadcasting services 
6 
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in which the users have nearly no control on over the service time. 
• Pay-Per-View services 
The services are quite similar to the existing cable television services. A 
clients signs a contract with the cable television services provider and pays 
for each specific program. In this type of service, users have limited control 
.over the viewing time and no control of VCR functions. 
• Quasi Video-On-Demand services 
In this type of services, a number of users with the same interest of a video 
are batched into a group, the interactive television provider starts a video 
session whenever the number of users being batched at that time fulfills the 
threshold value. During the video playback session, users are allowed to 
have limited playback controls by switching to a different group. 
• Near Video-On-Demand services 
Users who are subscribed to this services have greater flexibility in play-
back controls such as forward and rewind than those who are subsribed 
to the services provided by Quasi VOD services. The forward and rewind 
functions are simulated by transmitting video in discrete time units. 
拳 True Video-On-Demand services 
Users have full-function of VCR controls over the playback sessions. That 
is to say that they can issue the fast forward / rewind play, pause and 
random positioning of a video at any time during the video playback. 
2.2 VOD Architecture 
A general architecture of a VOD system is shown in Figure 2.1. The VOD system 
roughly consists of three main components : set-top box, high speed network and 
video server. 
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Figure 2.1: A general architecture of VOD system 
• Set-top box 
From the clients' perspective, the set-top box is a front-end device which 
bridges the communication channel between the interactive television pro-
viders and the users. It receives and processes signal from both the video 
servers and the end clients. Through the set-top box, the compressed / 
encrypted video frames sent by the video server can be decompressed / 
decrypted, the digital information is then presented on the television. In 
addition, clients are able to tailor their viewing preferences through the set-
top box during the video playback period. By using remote control unit, 
clients send control signal such as VCR commands to the set-top box. The 
input signal is processed and then sent to the video server via the high 
speed network. 
• High speed network 
The network system sets up a path for the communication between a video 
server and the clients of the server. Video server transfers video information 
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to clients while clients send control signals to the video server. A number 
of key Wide Area Network (WAN) services for multimedia [5] are briefly 
introduced: 
-Switched Multimegabit Data Services (SMDS) 
Switched Multimegabit Data Service is a connectionless high-speed, 
. high quality packet service provided by the Bell Operating Compan-
ies (BOCs) and by other carriers. It enables accesses at DS1 and DS3 
speeds and supports an end-to-end throughput close to the transmis-
sion speed. However , the users are required to perform their own 
multiplex data for multimedia applications. SMDS has become com-
mercially available in 1991 and a number of vendors including Cisco 
and ACC announced equipments. 
—Frame Relay Service (FRS) 
Frame relay service is a connection-oriented service operating at 1.544 
Mbps (2.048 Mbps in Europe). It is a multiplex service supporting 
connectivity between user devices (such as routers) as well as the con-
nectivity between users and a public network. The service is designed 
to reduce network delays, to provide more-efficient bandwidth util-
ization and to decrease communication equipment cost. Currently, 
FRS is available in approximately forty U.S. cities and in some major 
European cities. 
—Dedicated-Line Services 
Dedicated-Line Services is generally leased by companies or national 
enterprises from the local / international telecommunication service 
providers. Since the line is not generally shared with others, there is 
no delay variation and no frame discard over the WAN. Hence, the 
users can utilize the line with its maximum throughput 1.544 Mbps 
(some also at 45 Mbps). 
—Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines (ADSL) 
The ADSL technology enables the exiting ISDN twisted copper-pair 
to deliver T1 service of throughput 1.544 Mbps from network to user 
direction, and 160Kbps low speed information from user-to-network 
direction. Therefore, ADSL is suitable for delivering VCR-quality 
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video or gaining access to remote libraries of CD-ROM ma.terial over 
existing network. 
• Video server 
The video server is the core device that provides interactive services. It 
processes customers' requests, sets up and maintains the video stream ac-
cording to the requests. The video server usually consists of a number of 
computing machines or processing units with interfaces for communicating 
with groups of tertiary storage devices and network subsystems. The com-
puting units require fast processing speed, large memory space to handle 
and to process the requests from a large number of simultaneous users, ln 
addition, the enormous system bus bandwidth enables the system to handle 
input and output traffic from storage system as well as network interface. 
The network interface receives the clients' requests and directs the signal 
to the computing unit for further processing. Through the same interface, 
video information retrieved from the tertiary storage and processed by the 
computing units is sent to clients via the Internet. 
2.3 Video Compression 
It is important to note that video data, differ from numeric and textual data 
in their characteristics. The volume of video files is very large and consume a 
great deal of storage space. A video frame, typically digitized at a resolution of 
512 X 480 pixels with a color depth of 24 bits per pixel, will result in 780KB of 
information per frame. A video of length 90 minutes and frame rate 30 frames per 
second occupies l l l G B ！ Moreover, a video, which is a sequence of media quanta 
such as video frames, is meaningful to human only when presented continuously 
in time. Therefore, a VOD server has to ensure that each of this media quanta 
must be retrieved from disk storage at the specified real-time playback rate. 
The conventional slow storage devices do not allow raw video data playback to 
meet the specified real-time playback. Furthermore, it is nearly impossible to 
transmit raw video data via the current network in real time. In order to cope 
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with this problem, a considerable amount of research has been conducted on 
the compression schemes with the result that raw data bits can be dramatically 
reduced in the order of 100 to 200. 
There are a multitude of video compression techniques developed in the past 
decade. Two of the principle compression schemes are discrete cosine transform-
ation (DCT) based compression technique and subband compression technique. 
2.3.1 DCT Based Compression 
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Figure 2.2: DCT based coding system 
In a DCT based coding scheme (Figure 2.2), the DCT process transforms each 8X 
8 block of source image into 64 DCT coefficients. Each of these coefficients is the 
weight associated with corresponding DCT basis waveform. Some of the weights 
will be removed in the lossy compression mode and hence the corresponding 
waveforms will not be used during the decompression process. This process is 
referred to quantization. After quantization, the 8 x 8 block is then entropy 
encoded. H.261, JPEG, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 are typical video compression 
standards using DCT based compression techniques. A detailed description of 
H.261, JPEG, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 is out of the scope of this dissertation and 
therefore we direct the readers to [6, 7, 8, 9] for further discussion. 
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2.3.2 Subband Video Compression 
The idea of subband coding was originally introduced by Crochiere et al. [10] for 
the encoding of speech. The coding technique is called 1-D subband coding be-
cause frequency bandwidth is split along with single dimension frequency domain. 
Woods et al [11] extended the 1-D subband coding concept to two dimensional 
and applied it to the image coding which is called 2-D subband coding. However, 
the 2-D subband coding alone cannot efficiently compressed images with tem-
poral redundancy and hence leads to the development of 3-D subband coding 
12, 13, 14:. 
Subband coding technique is a class of scalable video compression algorithm 
capable of producing multiple resolution of video bit stream [15]. This type 
of coding technique is based on multi-stage algorithms, where each stage uses 
the Quadrature Mirror Filtering (QMF) technique to separate the input streams 
into two frequency spectrums, one for the high band and the other for the low 
band frequency spectrum. Spatial compression is achieved by applying the video 
signals to the two stages of the algorithms, one for the x direction and the other for 
the y direction. Temporal compression is achieved by filtering and downsampling 
successive frames. By cascading several stages of filtering and downsampling, 
further compression of the video signal can be achieved [16, 17]. For example, 
cascading ten stages will produce 40 outputs, each corresponding to a different 
frequency spectmms. By combining these outputs into groups, various degree of 
spatial and temporal resolutions of the original video can be reconstructed. A 
full resolution of the original video stream can be constructed by combining all 
outputs together. 
An illustration of how subband coding technique accepts the input signal is as 
follows: This original signal is first being downsampled into a set of streams, each 
of which is limited to a range of spatial frequencies. The filtered subband streams 
are further encoded by one or more coders for optimization. Reconstruction is 
achieved by first decoding the incoming encoded streams, the decoded subband 
streams are then added together to form an image. Figure 2.3 shows an example of 
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Figure 2.3: Typical subband coding example 
subband compression with two cascading filters scheme. On the encoding side, the 
original video signal is decomposed by analysis filters, in which quadrature mirror 
filters (QMF) are implemented for alias free reconstruction, into three subband 
streams. After passing through the first stage of analysis filter, high resolution 
components (/i) are filtered out. Medium resolution components (m) and low 
resolution components (/) are obtained by passing through the second analysis 
filter. These downsampled streams are coded by possibly multiple coders before 
being stored in the storage server. In this example, the throughput of the encoded 
high, median and low resolution components are 72 KB/s, 18 KB/s and 6 KB/s 
respectively. During data retrieval, the encoded streams are retrieved from the 
storage server and are decoded by the corresponding decoders. The low resolution 
video (/), which has a throughput of 6 KB/s, is obtained by simply using the 
decoded low resolution components. By adding the decoded low resolution and 
medium resolution components, the medium resolution video stream (/ + m) now 
has a throughput of 24 KB/s. The high resolution video stream (/ + m + h)is 
obtained by combining the decoded low, medium and high resolution components 
and this high resolution video stream has a throughput of 96 KB/s. 
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It has been found in [18] that subband coding techniques are comparable to 
MPEG-2. Subband coding techniques offer a high degree of scalability, allowing 
video streams of varying resolution and bit rate to be constructed, far more than 
what MPEG-2 can provide. The techniques can be used to decompose high 
bandwidth source images , such as video frames, which requires a great deal 
of storage capacity, into a great number of subbands. Each of these subbands 
requires less resources such as storage and network bandwidth. Therefore, we 
intend to use these techniques in our proposed file system. 
2.4 Related Research 
There are various research results on supporting interactive VCR functions for 
the VOD system. For example, authors in [19] proposed two methods, known 
as the segment sampling and segment placement, in order to support variable 
bit rate browsing for MPEG-like video streams. In segment sampling, one out 
of m segments (a retrieval unit) is selected for display when a fast forward (or 
fast rewind) with viewing is desired and the fast forwarding speed is m times the 
normal display speed. In contrast, segment placement scheme allocates segments 
to disks judiciously such that a completely uniform segment sampling across the 
disk array occurs. The drawback of this approaches is that the quality of display 
during these VCR functions is not acceptable. For example, viewers will exper-
ience jitterness and large jump in video frames. In [17, 20], authors discussed 
the implementation of I/O scheduling for VOD systems. They pointed out that 
if I / 0 scheduling is not carefully designed, starvation of data blocks might oc-
cur. Two algorithms were proposed and the main idea was to have a safe state 
transition (from normal display to VCR function) and to avoid starvation. It 
should be noted that, under this scheme, an additional buffer resource is required 
and the communication network will experience a sudden surge of traffic; con-
sequently, data blocks might be dropped by the communication network. In [21], 
authors proposed using several buffer management techniques for providing con-
stant viewing intervals as well as a limited form of VCR functions for viewers. As 
long as the data blocks were pre-fetched and are available in the memory buffer, 
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no additional I /O resource is needed. However, a large amount of memory buf-
fers are necessary to implement this scheme. At the same time, traffic workload 
fluctuation will occur in the communication network. Other works based on ex-
ploiting the characteristic of MPEG coding technique were presented in [22, 23 
but all these require additional I /O resources, such as buffer memory as well as 
the potential of introducing traffic workload fluctuation into the network. 
Recently, the subband coding techniques [16, 17, 15] were proposed in im-
plementing a VOD system that can support multiple video resolutions. In [24], 
authors studied two video layout strategies on the disk arrays in order to achieve 
different degrees of parallelism and concurrency. 
Chapter 3 
Multiple Resolutions Video File 
System 
In this chapter, we propose a data blocks placement strategy for multi-resolution 
video files. In section 3.1, we outlines the physical disk storage system and the 
disk parameters used in the later chapters. Some of the terminologies appeared 
on the proposed multi-resolution data blocks placement strategy are introduced 
in section 3.2. In order to give a clearer concept on how the data blocks placement 
strategy works, we use an example in section 3.5 to illustrate the assignment of a 
video file supporting four resolutions. Finally, the framework of assigning video 
files with n resolutions is presented in section 3.4. 
3.1 Physical Disk Storage System 
It is commonly agreed that video files are large in size and require a large amount 
of disk storage space, and thereby a single disk drive is unable to hold hundreds of 
videos of which a commercial video server is required. In addition, the bandwidth 
requirement for normal and VCR video playback makes a single disk become the 
major limitation in offering multiple simultaneous users playback service. The 
16 
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RAID (Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks) [25] is a feasible solution to the 
storage problem. 
Using RAID has an advantage over a single disk. Storage space is an obvious 
one. Redundant disk array is composed of a number of independent disks, the 
disk capacity is, therefore, increased by the number of disks in the array when 
RAID level 0 is used. Besides, RAID allows data striping which transparently 
distributes data over multiple disks. This implies that a video stream can be 
served by multiple I/Os in the RAID. As a result, the aggregate I /O performance 
can be enhanced. 
The RAID system is an array of d homogeneous disk. That means the char-
acteristics of each disk, in terms of seek time, rotational latency and transfer 
latency, are the same. We further assume that the maximum bandwidth of each 
disk is 5 - - bytes / second, T = ^ T = u - i W and T = * { J A ) are the the 
maximum seek time, rotational latency and transfer latency of U bytes of data 
from the disk respectively. Therefore, we can define the total disk latency of 
retrieving U bytes of data as : 
T D = r = ( W + TZ :Uonam + TZ:sfer{U) (3.1) 
3.2 Multi-resolution Video Data Placement Scheme 
Suppose the VOD system can support n > 0 resolutions of display and any given 
video file in the system is labelled as V having g segments, V can be expressed 
as : 
V 二 {VoUViU---V.- - - ,UV^_i} 
where Vi is the i^ segment in video V and Vi 0 Vj = 0. Each segment has up to 
n resolutions of data: 
Vi = {vf u vl u • • • u v r ' } 
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where V/ represents the additional data blocks of the 产 resolution to the { j — 1)认 
resolution for the i ^ segment, and we call these additional data blocks as the 产 
enhancement The enhancement V/+i contains data blocks required to form a 
higher display resolution than the enhancement V/ for 0 < j < n — 1. Each V- is 
composed of bj disk blocks^ such that: 
� V! = {rlo,riir..,rib^i} 
where rjj^ is the k^^ disk blocks for V{. Figure 3.1 illustrates the data block layout 
of the first 8 segments of a video file. Based on our defined notation, we have: 
Vo 二 {V° u Vo^  U Vo' U Vo^ 
Vo° = {<o} ； 0^ 二 1 
Vol = Ko} ；、二1 
Vo^  二 Ko,<J ；�= 2 
Vo' = K o ’ < i ， r ‘ , < 3 } ； 、 二 4 
All enhancement V/, VO < i < n - 1, by itself cannot form a complete segment 
_ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — — ^ ^ — i •‘ 
Segment/Disk““^“7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
^^^^^^BS^B^BBBBSaBBSBMBp^^B B9BSip^aBB^^^ BBSlBB^^H •' 
n rO r1 r2 r^  r^  r^  r^  r^  
^ 厂 0,0 ‘ 0 , 0 「 0 , 0 「 0 , 1 「 0 ， 0 『 0 , 1 『 0 , 2 ‘ 0,3 
一 7 T s “ T s “ T s “ T s “ rO r1 r^  r^  
'_ f 1,0�1，1 r 1 , 2 � 1 , 3 � 1 ， 0 � 1 , 0 � 1 ， 0 � 1 , 1 
“ r ^ 2 “ ^ 2 “ 7 o “ 7 i ~ r3 r3 r^  r^  
£ _ 「 2 , 0 「 2 ， 1 「 2 , 0 「 2 , 0 「 2 ， 0 「 2 ， 1 ‘ 2,2 ‘ 2,3 7 ^3“ ^ 3“ Ta“ „3 „2 �2 0 1 ^ r 3 , 0 � 3 , 1 � 3 , 2 � 3 , 3 � 3 ， 0 � 3 , 1 � 3 ， 0 � 3 , 0 
7 7 i “ T o “ ^ 2 “ ^ 2 “ T ^ “ r3 r3 r^  
二 r 4,0 r 4,0 厂 4 , 0 � 4 , 1 ‘ 4 , 0 � 4 , 1 � 4 , 2 � 4 , 3 
7 Ta“ 3 “ Ta“ Ta“ .^  o^ 2 2 
£ _ � 5 , 0 ^ 5,1 r 5 , 2 � 5 , 3 r 5,0�5，0�5，0�5，1 
:^2“ ^2“ 7i“ To“ T^“ Ts“ 7 “ � 3 
^ � 6 , 0 � 6 , 1 � 6 ， 0 � 6 , 0 r , � 6 , 1 � 6 ， 2 � 6 , 3 
Z ^ 3 “ T s “ ^ 3 “ r3 r2 r^  r^  r � 
7 r 7 , 0 � 7 , 1 � 7 , 2 � 7 , 3 � 7 , 0 � 7 ， 1 � 7 , 0 � 7 ， 0 
•i^ "^^ ^^ "^^ ^^ "^'^ ^^ ™^"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^ ^^ ^^ *"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *^ "^^ "^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^'"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ " 
Figure 3.1: An example of assigning video data blocks into disk array 
to be display to the clients. In other words, V- is only a portion of the whole 
iThe data block size is chosen such that the overhead due to seek and rotational latency is 
not more than 10% of the overall disk response time. 
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displayable segment. We define V° as the base resolution at segment i. Any 
display segment of resolution j > 0 consists of video blocks of base resolution as 
well as video blocks from resolution 1 to j. We denote the set of display resolution 
j at segment i as : 
7¾ = U Vf 
‘ fc=0 
The following is an example from Figure 3.1, we have 
K = Vo = {V° u Vo^  U Vo' U Vo^ 
K = {V? U V^ U Vo^ 
K = KuVo^ 
K = { 0 
Clearly, the number of disk blocks for any segment of display resolution j is equal 
to J2k=o h - In addition, we let disk{rlj^) denote the disk number, ranging from 
0 to d — 1, that has been allocated for storing the disk block r “ . We also define 
DISK{ni) to be the disk set for storing 7¾. Using the example in Figure 3.1 , 
we have disk{rl^) 二 1 and DISK{nl) 二 {0,1,2, 3}. 
Definition 1 7¾ and K[ are non-overlapping iff DISK{ni) H DISK{ni) = 0. 
Referring to the example in Figure 3.1, 7¾, 7¾, Ti\ and 7¾ are non-overlapping 
hec^useDISK{nl) = {0 ,1} , DISK{n\) 二 {4 ,5} , DISK{nl) = {2 ,3 } and 
_DLS7<X7^) = { 6 , 7 } . 
Definition 2 The normal display of a video file with respect to a user is defined 
as the display resolution r, where 0 < r < n - 1, set by that user upon his 
admission into the VOD system. 
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Figure 3.2: Normal display of display resolution 2 
Upon admission , the user can set his normal display to be at any resolution 
r where 0 < r < n — 1. Under this circumstance, the normal display of the 
it^ segment of a video file requires the VOD system to retrieve all disk blocks 
in 7^J. Referring to the example in Figure 3.1, a user set the normal display 
rate at r = 2 upon his admission into the system, We also assume that he starts 
viewing the video at segment 0. Figure 3.2 illustrates the data block retrieval and 
delivery process. In this figure, the horizontal line represents the time slot, and 
the vertical arrow marks the time instance when the server has finished retrieving 
a segment of video of display resolution 2. The time interval between any two 
vertical arrows is called a time slot. Any video blocks of a segment must be 
retrieved within the time slot. 
In this example, the server retrieves data blocks of display resolution 2 ’ K � , 
from the parallel disk system in every time slot. To view the video at the normal 
display, the system needs to retrieve data blocks 71] at time slot i, Vz > 0. The 
data blocks retrieved are first put into the system buffer before delivery, Such 
buffer management will be discussed later in the dissertation. The viewer can 
request any VCR functions such as fast forward or fast rewind, during the normal 
display viewing period. This can be accomplished by retrieving more segments 
per time slot, with these segments having a lower display resolution than the 
normal display resolution r. 
Definition 3 The fast forward or fast rewind VCR function supported by the 
system made feasible by retrieving multiple consecutive segments of the video file 
of resolution r (where 0 < r' < r) to the end user. 
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Figure 3.3: VCR display of display resolution 0 
In general, if the normal display is set at display resolution r, a user has the 
option of up to r — 1 different VCR viewing speeds, which can be expressed as: 
VCR-Speed{r, r') 二 § ^ where 0 < r' < r < n - 1 (3.2) 
lEj=0 Oj_ 
According to the user's selection of normal display resolution, he can only 
select VCR speeds that can be expressed by Equation 3.2. In other words, he 
can choose up to r' resolutions (where 0 < r' < r < n — 1) for different VCR 
speeds. The number of disk blocks for display resolution r' is ELo ^i which is 
smaller than the number of blocks of display resolution r, E L o � . Therefore, 
the VOD system can retrieve more segments per unit time and thereby obtains a 
faster viewing speed. It is important to note that the VCR speed-up introduces 
a constant traffic workload to the communication network. 
To illustrate, consider the example in Figure 3.1. If upon admission, the user 
requests for normal display resolution r = 3, then in order to view segment Vo, 
the system needs to retrieve disk blocks in 7¾ 二 { V � � U V^ U V^ U Vo^ } or: 
3 bi 
J U ^0,j 
1=0j=0 
If VCR function is desired, the user can choose the following VCR speeds: 
VCR-Speed(3,2) = 8/4 = 2, VCR.Speed 二 (3,1) = 8/2 二 4 and VCRSpeed(3,0) 
二 8/1 = 8. Suppose the viewer chooses the VCR speed that is two times faster 
than the normal display; he actually makes a subscription of display resolution 
r' 二 2. The system can retrieve disk blocks in 7¾ U 尺？ 二 {V^ U V^ U V ' } U {V? U 
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V^ U V^} or: 
{ u L o U 5 L o < , > U { u L o U 5 U r i , } 
and thereby achieve a VCR viewing speed which is twice the normal display 
speed. It is important to note that during the VCR period, the system does not 
introduce more workload traffic into the network and therefore the design of the 
buffer and network management algorithms can be simplified. 
Apart from offering normal display and VCRfunctionality, the multi-resolution 
file system achieves the load balancing property during the normal and VCR dis-
play periods. 
Definition 4 We define the retrieval of a display resolution r as load balanced 
over any V consecutive segments if every disk in the parallel disk system has the 
same amount of transfer load. The video data blocks retrieved are to satisfy the 
following conditions : 
1. ufJk'-' DISK{n^) = { 0 , 1 , . . . d}, and 
2, n^J-k''DiSK{n^,) 二 0 
where k is any segment number in the video. 
We use the example in Figure 3.1 to illustrate the idea. If r = 3’ the VOD 
system is load balanced for every segment retrieved. However, if a user starts a 
VCR function with r' = 1 at segment 0, then the VOD system needs to retrieve 
data blocks {rg，o,rJ’�}’ { < � , � } ’ • } , { r ; r $ ’ � } , {r^o,^3,o>- Since these four seg-
ments are non-overlapping, they can be retrieved in parallel and a VCR speed 
which is twice the speed for the normal display is archieved. Using the example 
in Figure 3.1, no matter what the display resolution r' is at the request of VCR, 
the disks remain balanced after retrieval 8 consecutive segments. 
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3.3 Example of our Video Block Assignment Al-
gorithm 
We use the example in Figure 3.1 to us illustrate our video block assignment 
algorithm. For the normal display, since the retrieval size of each display resolu-
tion is not the same, every segment retrieval adds a different workload to different 
disks. If upon admission, the viewer chooses display resolution r 二 3, then each 
segment retrieval requires reading one data block from each disk, the load bal-
ancing feature is therefore maintained after each segment retrieval. On the other 
hand, if r = 2, then retrieval of segment Vo requires reading one data block 
from disk 0 to 3 and the retrieval of segment V? requires reading one data blocks 
from disk 4 to 7.，the load balancing property is maintained after reading two 
consecutive segments. Similar argument can be observed for other values of r. 
In general, the load balancing property is maintained after reading Pr = [么石‘ 
consecutive segments for 0 < r < n. Given the example illustrated in Figure 
3.1, we can observe that no matter what display resolution r the user selected 
upon his admission, all disks should retrieve the same number of disk blocks after 
reading 8 consecutive segments. 
Before we present the data blocks assignment algorithm, let us illustrate how 
we perform the data blocks assigned for the 4-resolution VOD system which we 
have in Figure 3.1. Later, we can generalize the design principle to ri-resolution 
VOD system. The assumption we make for the underlying video file system is: 
J2 hi mod 2 b, = 0 I g z S n — l (3.3) 
i=0 i=0 
,assuming that we start with d = J27=o \ 二 8 disks and we try to assign disk 
blocks starting from the highest resolution first. 
resolution 二 3 : Since the total number of data blocks in 7^f, for any i ^ segment 
is equal to E l o ^ = 8, we have to use up all d disks. Although we know 
that we have to assign every ith segment of 7^| to all disks, we cannot 
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determine which disk blocks in 尺? is assigned to which disk until disk 
blocks with lower resolution have been assigned. 
resolution = 2 : To assign data blocks in 7Zf, we have to ensure that if user 
selects r = 3 upon his admission, he can choose r' 二 2 for his VCR speed 
later. To provide this particular VCR service, the VOD system must be able 
^ to retrieve VCRSpeed{3,2) = 8/4 = 2 consecutive segments of display 
resolution r' in parallel. This implies that two consecutive segments of 
display resolution 2, T^ and 7¾^!, must be non-overlapping. One way to 
accomplish this is to assign the z& segment to disk 0,1,2, 3 and the {i + 1)认 
segment to disk 4,5,6,7. We can repeat the assignment in a round robin 
fashion so that these two consecutive segments of display resolution 2 are 
non-overlapping. Once we have decided the disk mapping for the 产 display 
resolution, we can determine where to put the enhancement data blocks of 
resolution j + 1. According to our example, if we choose to assign 7¾ to 
the first four disks, enhancement data blocks Vg 二 {厂‘， o^,i^  o^,2^  ^0,3} 
could then be assigned to disk 4, 5, 6 and 7. The data block assignment of 
enhancement to resolution 3 is illustrated in Figure 3.4 
Segment/Disk o\ 1\ 2\ 3 4 5 6 7 
0 R^o • ^ ^0,0 ^^0,1 ^^0,2 r3(),3 
“ ‘ 7 r3 r3 r3 r^  R^ 
I「1,0 二 1 ， 1 r j ’2「1，3 ^ 1 
2 R ^ ^ ： ^\o :32,1 r^ 2,2 ^ 2^,3 
“ “ o „3 „3 .3 „3 p_2 
3 r 3,0 r 3，1 r 3,2 r 3,3 H 这 • ： 
mmm ••• … … … ^^^^!^^^^[^!^^^]!!!!^^^^^!!!!^^^. 
Figure 3.4: Data block assignment for enhancement to resolutions= 3. 
resolution = 1 To assign data blocks of K], we have to consider two cases: 
• case 1: If user selects r = 3 upon his admission and if he later chooses 
r' = 1 for the VCR speed, the VOD system must be able to retrieve 
VCR-Speed{3,1) = 8/2 二 4 consecutive segments of display resolu-
tion r' 二 1 in parallel. Consequently, any four consecutive segments, 
K},尺！+i, 7 -^+2 and 1Z}^ ^ must be non-overlapped. 
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• case 2: In case the user selects r = 2 upon his admission, and if he 
chooses r' = 1 for the VCR speed, the VOD system must be capable 
of retrieving VCRSpeed{2,1) = 4/2 = 2 consecutive segments of 
display resolution r' = 1 in parallel. As a result, any two consecutive 
segments, 71} and 7^_i, must be non-overlapped. 
Segment/Disk o \ ~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n o 1 • ^2 .2 .3 „3 「3 3 
^ B 0 g r 0，0 「 0 , 1 「 0 , 0 「 0 , 1 「 0 , 2 「 0 , 3 
1 r3i,o r3i,i r3i,2|r3i,3 R^ r^,p r^,i 
2 ~ ~ ^ ^ K F Z t ^ ' 2 ^ 
^ : : 尔 ： ： 擎 > 
... … … … ••• ••• ••• … I … . 
Figure 3.5: Data block assignment of enhancement to resolution= 2 
Clearly, if the condition in case 1 is satisfied, the condition in case 2 also 
holds. One way to accomplish the assignment is to put data blocks of U] to 
disk 0 and 1,尺！+i to disk 4 and 5,尺！+2 to disk 2 and 3 and K]^^ to disk 6 
and 7. Once the assignment is made, the assignment of enhancement data 
blocks of resolution r = 2 can be determined. For example, we can assign 
{ r l o . r l i } to disk 2 and 3, {rf’Q,r^?，i} to disk 6 and 7, { ^ c ^ i } to disk 0 
and 1 and {r| o,r^ J to disk 4 and 5 (Figure 3.5). 
resolution = 0 To assign data blocks in 尺？, there are three cases: 
• case 1; r = 3 and r' = 0. In this case, the VOD system must be able 
to retrieve VCRSpeed{^,0) 二 8 consecutive segments in parallel. 
Therefore, 7 °^ . •. 7Z^ y^ must be non-overlapped. 
• case 2: r — 2 and r' 二 0. In this case, the VOD system must be able 
to retrieve VCR-Speed[2,^) = 4 consecutive segments in parallel. 
Therefore, 7 °^ ...尺?+3 must be non-overlapped. 
• case 3: r 二 1 and r' = 0. In this case, the VOD system must be able 
to retrieve VCRSpeed{l,0) = 2 consecutive segments in parallel. 
Therefore, 71^  and 尺？+! must be non-overlapped. 
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As long as we can satisfy case 1, all other cases can be satisfied. The 
following disk assignment makes the condition in all cases hold: V^ = {^0,0} 
to disk 0, V? = {r%} to disk 4, V° 二 {r%} to disk 2, V^ = { < • } to disk 
6, V4O 二 { < • } to disk 1, V5O = { < o } to disk 5, yo 二 { < • } to disk 3 and 
V? 二 { r ? � } to disk 7. Again, we know the assignment for enhancement 
to resolution r = 1 once the assignment of 7 °^ is determined. The final 
assignment is shown in Figure 3.1. 
3.4 An Assignment Algorithm for Homogeneous 
Video Files 
The number of display resolutions that the assignment algorithm can support is 
not limited to four. Indeed, the algorithm can support any number of display 
resolutions as long as the coding of the video satisfies certain conditions, which 
we will state later. In this section, we show how we can generalize the assign-
ment algorithm which is presented in the previous example to support n display 
resolutions. 
The assignment algorithm has to maintain certain properties that the multi-
resolution file system has. The file system must be capable of offering normal 
and VCR display as well as maintaining load balancing feature. In the normal 
display, data blocks distributed among the disks of a displayable segment can 
be retrieved at a time. This indicates that we cannot assign two data blocks 
belonging to a segment to the same disk. The argument is also true for VCR 
display. If a client subscribes any display resolution r as the normal display, 
the system must be able to offer VCR service of display resolution r', where 
0 < r' < r, to the user at any instant. Since the VCR operations are mimicked 
by displaying several consecutive segments of lower resolution to user at a time, 
these consecutive segments must also be non-overlapping. Besides providing 
normal and VCR services, the layout of a video file created by the algorithm 
must be load balanced for any display resolution. In Chapter 5, we show the 
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proof that the proposed assignment algorithm has achieved all these properties. 
The server system is based on the following assumptions in order to provide 
the multi-resolution display services and maintain the disk load balancing feature: 
C 1 The minimum number of disks for a video file is d = J27=o b“ 
C 2 The number of disk blocks of display resolution j, Ti=oK ^s an integer 
1 
multiple of the number of disk blocks of display resolution j — 1, Ei=o K such 
. 1 
that E L o bi mod E £ o ^i = 0. 
The condition C1 ensures that no two data blocks belonging to a segment of 
highest display resolution are assigned to the same disk. As a result, it provides 
the feasibility of normal and VCR implementation. The condition C2 eliminates 
the possiblity that several consecutive segments of VCR display overlap. Based 
on these two conditions, we propose the following video file assignment algorithm. 
The assignment algorithm has two main steps: 1) creates a mapping table, 2) 
maps the video data blocks to the disks using the mapping table. A mapping table 
which we call template is first created when the VOD server performs the disk 
assignment for a video. A template is actually a map of data blocks to disks with 
a limited number of segments. The number of segments depends on the number 
of disks d in the disk array and the maximum number of display resolution n 
that the server supports. Usually, the template is in the form of table or array 
of size #• X d, where 兵 is the row size (or the number of initial segments of the 
Oo ‘ Oo \ 
video file) while d is the number of disks in the system. A typical example of 
template is shown in Figure 3.1. The template maps the disk blocks of a video 
supporting 4 display resolutions into 8 disks, and hence the size of the template 
is 8 X 8. Once the template is created, the P" segment of the video file will follow 
the assignment of the {i mod 志产 row of the template. To visualize the effect, 
take the assignment of video block r% as an example. The template shown in 
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Figure 3.1 has 8 segments which means that the layout of data block repeats for 
every 8 consecutive segments. We know from the notation of r^ Q that the data 
block is located at the 8认 segment of the video file; thus, the disk assignment can 
be found in the first segment in the template. Also, the block is the first block 
of display resolution 0; therefore, it should be in the same disk as the block rg� . 
Consequently, the data block will be assigned to the 8认 segment of disk 0. The 
rest of the video file can be assigned to disks in a similar way. 
There are two advantages of using template. In the first place, the size of 
template is usually so small that it can be stored into the server main memory 
without utilizing too many resources. Another reason is any data block assign-
ment or retrieval can be translated into a simple template look up. Therefore, 
it is computationally efficient to locate any data block in any segment of a video 
file. 
The idea of constructing a template is similar to the procedure described in 
Section 3.3. We start the assignment from the highest display resolution. The 
fact that the higher display resolution has more data blocks than lower display 
resolution in a segment implies that it requires more disks than lower one. Thus, 
we can determine the placement of enhancement data blocks to the higher display 
resolution once the disk assignment of the two consecutive display resolutions is 
determined. According to this principle, the templa,te construction consists of 
two steps : 1) set up base templates, 2) assign enhancement data blocks based 
on the base template. The first step of template construction is to build a set of 
base template. A base template is a collection of non-overlapping disk assignment 
sets dedicated to a display resolution. Therefore, the disk assignments in a base 
template dedicated to display resolution j satisfy the following conditions: 
1. u Z o D i S K { n i ) = { 0 , 1 , . • . , d - 1 } 
2. n^,DiSK{ni) 二 0 
where Pj 二 ^^~~. Once the base template is created, the data block assign-
I2i=o � 
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Figure 3.6: The construction of base template of 4 display resolutions 
ment of display resolution j for Pj consecutive segments can be determined. In 
addition, since the number of rows for a template is ^ , which is the number of 
disk assignment sets of base template dedicated to display resolution 0, the disk 
assignment sets of display resolution j at segment i', where i' mod i 二 0 and 
P^ < i/ < 告,can be determined by applying the base template ^ ^ times. 
Whenever the base templates dedicated to two consecutive display resolutions , 
say j and j - 1, are made, we can then determine the enhancement of resolution 
j at segment i by applying the following formula: 
DISK{Vf) = DISK{nl) — B I S K ( 7 Z r ' ) (3.4) 
The template can be constructed by recursively applying Equation (3.4) to all 
display resolution j, where 1 < j < n — 1’ and all segments i, where 0 < i < 悬. 
Let us illustrate the construction of the base template by an example shown in 
Figure 3.6, which assumes that the VOD system to assign data blocks of video 
supporting 4 display resolutions into d = 8 disks. The first step of template 
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construction is to build the base templates of the 4 display resolutions. Our 
approach is to assign the data blocks from the highest display resolution and 
therefore the display resolution 3 is first considered. Since the number of disk 
blocks for display resolution 3 is 8, the data blocks of each segment are evenly 
distributed to all the disks. We use D3[O] to denote the disk assignment set 
dedicated to the display resolution 3 at segment 0 in the base template. Hence, 
Ds[0] 二 { 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 } (Figure 3.6(a)). In general, Dj\i] denotes disk as-
signment sets dedicated to display resolution j at segment i in the base template. 
Next, we will create the base template of display resolution 2. Since the number of 
blocks for display resolution 2 is 4, which is half of the number of data blocks for 
display resolution 3, the base template for display resolution 2 has two segments, 
namely D2[O] and D2[l]. One of the possible assignments for display resolution 
2 is as follows (Figure 3.6(b)): 
D2[O] = {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 } and D2[l] 二 {4 ,5,6, 7} 
Similarly, there are four segments in the base template of display resolution 1 
because 62 二 2. The data block of the display resolution can possibly be assigned 
as (Figure 3.6(c)): 
Di[0] = {0 ,1} ,ZM1] = {2，3}’Di[2] 二 { 4 ,5 } and Di[3] = { 6 , 7 } 
Finally, the eight segments of display resolution 0 becomes (Figure 3.6(d)): 
Do[0] = {0),Do[4] 二 {1 } ,A) [2] 二 {2 } ,A) [3] 二 {6 } , 
Do[4] 二 {1 } , A)[5] = {5 } , Do[6] = { 3 } and Do[7] 二 { 7 } 
After creating the base templates of these 4 display resolutions, we proceed 
to assign the enhancement data block of each resolution. We can apply Equa-
tion (3.4) Since Dj[i] = D I S K { n i ) and Dj-i[i] = D I S K { U r ^ ) , the equation 
becomes : 
DISK{Vl) = Dj[i mod Pj] — L>,_i[z mod Pj] (3.5) 
By applying this equation, we can get the template shown in Figure 3.1. 
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The video placement algorithm for a general A/"-resolution is given in Figure 
3.7. The variables n and d are the user-defined parameter that specified the num-
ber of display resolutions supported by the video file and the number of parallel 
disks in the VOD system respectively. 
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Algorithm V Video Object Placement Algorithm 
Procedure N_RESOLUTION_VIDEO_OBJECT_ASSIGNMENT {n,d) 
Begin 
1 Let Dn-i [0] f - {0,1, "",d - 2, d — 1}; 
2 For k <- n - 2 to 0 Do 
3 For 1 — 0 to Pk+i — 1 Do 
4 X <- Dk+i[l]; 
5 For i f - 0 to / ^ — 1 Do 
?k+i 
6 Forj [ O t o ZLo^m - l Do 
7 X <— the least element in X; 
8 Bk[Fk+i X z + 1] — Dk[Pk+i X i + 1] U {x}] 




13 For 1 k~ 0 to ^ - 1 Do 
14 For % f - 0 to Pk+i - 1 Do 
15 For j 4- 0 to 念 一 1 Do 





21 For 1 f - 0 to Po Do 
22 V^ f- Do[l[ 
23 Endfor 
24 Assign R^, components ^k G { 0 , 1 , . . . , k}, 
U 
for segment j according to V^ 
End N_RESOLUTION_VIDEO_OBJECT_ASSIGNMENT 
Figure 3.7: N-resolution video placement algorithm 
Chapter 4 
Disk Scheduling and Admission 
Control 
In the previous chapter, we have developed the framework of the multi-resolution 
video file system as well as the data block assignment algorithm. The framework 
does not make any assumption on how the system admits a new client and how 
it schedules the retrievals of videos. In this chapter, we give a disk scheduling al-
gorithm for deciding how the video server schedules the data retrievals of different 
video streams so that the aggregate bandwidth of the disk array is fully utilized. 
Then an admission control algorithm, which decides whether a new client can be 
admitted into the system, is presented. 
4.1 Disk Scheduling Algorithm 
Suppose a VOD server stores c homogeneous videos in the disk system. Let 
us denote each video file as m^ where 0 < x < c. Upon receiving the first 
playback request for video file 77½ from a client, the server creates a stream 
SJ^^ for that client, where id is a unique number so that one can identify a 
33 
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particular video stream in the system. Since it is possible that several clients may 
view the same video in different segments at the same time, the corresponding 
video streams share the same video file and thus the same m^；. In addition, 
each stream S�'associates with a transfer rate PR data sets/second. Data 
set consists of a segment or several segments of video data, depending on the 
user's display modes. If a user is currently in normal display mode, the data set 
consists of a segment of video. That is to say that the playback rate of normal 
display is PR segments/second. However, if a user is viewing the video in the 
VCR mode, the data set probably contains the video data blocks from several 
consecutive segments of video. Therefore, although the video server transfers PR 
data sets/second, it allows the users to view video in the VCR mode by including 
several consecutive segments of video into the same data set. 
The VOD system employs a cyclical scheduling policy and retrieves data for 
each video stream in service rounds. During each service round, the server re-
trieves a fixed amount of data for each client from the disks. The maximum 
duration of a service round is determined by the data sets transfer rate, PR, of 
the streams. That is to say that the duration of a service round is not longer 
than 1^ seconds. The value is justified because the time interval between the 
PR 
transmissions of two consecutive data sets is ^ seconds regardless the client's 
display mode. 
Usually, the aggregate bandwidth of the disk array is much larger than the 
bandwidth requirement for retrieving a video segment , which implies that the 
server can retrieve more than one video segment during a service round. For 
presentation convenience, we divide a service round into a smaller unit called 
session. We have already shown in Equation (3.1) that the total disk latency of 
retrieving U, which is the size of a video data, block in unit of bytes, is T^^^{U) 
seconds, and therefore the minimum time duration for a session is T^^^{U). Each 
disk should start to fetch the required data set at the beginning of a session and 
the data set should be available in the buffer by the end of the session. We denote 
the data blocks of display resolution k of video stream S:$ retrieved at session 1 
of service round i as Segment{S^%i,/, k). The resultant set is equivalent to 尺) 
of video 77½. Consider the example shown in Figure 4.1, suppose the parallel disk 
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system contains a video mo using the layout in Figure 3.1. Let useri, user2 and 
u5er3 be requesting to playback video mo with normal display resolution 3, 1 and 
1 respectively. During service round 0, useri and user2 start to playback video 
at segment 0 while user3 requests to start at segment 1. Upon receiving these 
requests, the system initializes three streams, S^% 5^° and ST°, by allocating 
enough buffer to hold the retrieving data. Afterwards, the video streams are 
periodically retrieved from disks in service round. Take stream S^° for example, 
blocks rgo and rJ�are retrieved at service round 0, blocks r% and r } � a r e taken 
at service round 1 and so on. 
start delivers delivers delivers 
牛 牛 i ‘ 
3 m O S ^ m O S ^ ^ ° 
s r I S:m�I S�m�I S/° I S � m � | S ^ | ^ 
session 。 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
round h ^ ~ ~ i 4 ^ ' • “ T ' _ " '" 
Figure 4.1: Schedules the disk retrievals of 3 video streams 
The number of streams sustained during a service round depends on the dis-
play QOS requirement from clients. The display quality of video playback is 
directly proportional to the display resolution that the system uses to serve the 
client. That is to say, the better the display quality, the higher the display res-
olution the system uses. Since a video segment of a higher display resolution 
requires more data blocks than the lower display resolution, more disks are in-
volved in the data retrieval of one video segment. If a client selects his normal 
display resolution as n, all d disks are involved every time when a segment of 
video is retrieved and hence no spare disks are available to serve other clients in 
the same session. If the normal display resolution, however, is less than n, the 
server needs not involve all d disks in each session. Consequently, more than 
one video stream retrievals can probably be scheduled in a session of the same 
service round. The degree of parallel retrievals, hence, depends on the display 
resolution with which the streams associated. For presentation convenience, we 
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divide video streams into two categories: 1) simultaneous access streams and, 2) 
sequential access streams. If two or more video streams are scheduled to access 
the disks simultaneously in a session of the same service round, we call these 
the simultaneous access streams, otherwise we call these the sequential access 
streams. Formally, we have: 
Definition 5 Two video streams can simultaneously be retrievedfrom a parallel 
I/O system if 
DISK{Segment{Sr%a, 6, k)) 0 DISK[Segment[Sj^a, 6, k')) = 0 Va, b, k, k' 
where a is the service round number, b is the session number of service round a 
and k, k' are the normal display resolutions. 
Definition 6 Two video streams can only be retrieved sequentially from a disk 
array if 
DISK{Segment{Sr%a, b, k)) 0 DISK{Segment{S]'^a, b, k')) + 0 Va, 6, k, k' 
where a is the service round number, b is the session number of service round a 
and k, k' are the normal display resolutions. 
It is clear that the number of video stream retrievals sustained in a service round 
is bounded by the following two cases. If all users subscribe display resolution 
n as the normal display, the lower bound of the number of streams in a service 
round becomes 尸 丑 父 了 丄 爪 , . O n the other hand, if all users select display resolu-
tion 0 as the normal display upon admission, then the maximum number of video 
streams in a service round becomes 尸 似 為 “ ： ^ ( … . 
Using the example in Figure 4.1, 5^° must be sequentially retrieved when 
stream S^° and S^° are in the system because 
DISK{Segment{Sr,i, 0, 3)) fl DISK{Segment{Sr .^ . 1 , 1 ) ) = 
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DISK{Segment{ST\iA^)) 
s^ndDISK{Segment{Sr, ^ 0, 3)) 0 DISK{Segment{Sr.^A.^)) 二 
DISK{Segment{ST\i, 1 , 1 ) ) -
On the other hand, since 
DISK{Segment{ST\iAA)) H DISI<Wegment0r,i,Y,l)) = 0. Therefore, 
stream S^^ and 57° can be scheduled in the same session of the same service 
round. 
Segment/Disk 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
^ ' ^ ^ ,3 3^ „0 „1 �2 �2 3 
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7 ~ 2 “ To~" T i ~ 3 “ 3 “ 7 ^ ~ r3 r2 
3 r 3,1 r 3,0 r 3 ,0�3,0 ‘ 3 , 1 � 3 , 2 � 3 , 3 ‘ ,o 
7 3 “ T s “ T a “ 7 i ~ " 7 ° ~ " 7 2 “ r2 . r3,A 
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， 2 “ 0 ~ Ta „3 3^ „3 2^ 7 r 7,0 r 7,1 r 7 ,0�7 ’ o ‘ 7 ,1�7,2 *^  7 ,3�7,0 
Figure 4.2: Template of video 2 
It is important to point out that a stream may not be scheduled in the same 
session of each service round, i.e. retrieval of stream 5^" scheduled in session 
1 of service round i may be scheduled in session j of service round i + 1 where 
1 + j, This is because two simultaneous access streams in the current service 
round may become sequential access streams in the next or any service round 
later. For example, if another video mi in the storage system exists and its lay-
out template is shown in Figure 4.2. Consider the scenario in Figure 4.1, suppose 
a new client requesting the video service of video mi with normal display setting 
at display resolution 1 comes into the system. The VOD server creates a stream 
S ? for the new incoming client and schedules the disk resources for the stream. 
It is clear that the stream Sp must be scheduled in session 2 of service round i 
because DISK{Segment{Sr , i ,0 ,3 ) ) fl DISK{Segment{Sr .^ .^A) ) + 0, and 
DISK{Segment{ST\i. 1,1)) H DISK{Segment{Sr.^AA))门 
DISK{Segment {Sr .h^ . 1)) + 0. However,the three streams 57。，Sf�and S p 
can be scheduled in session 2 of service round z+1 since DISK{Segment{S^°，z, 1,1)) 
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fWISK(^Segmen<Sr,^hYAVinDISK(^Segment(^Sr, i ,2 , iy) = t Asaresult, 
the streams S^\ 5 7 � a n d S^' are simultaneous access streams and the scenario 
is demonstrated in Figure 4.3. In order to record the scheduling order of the data 
start delivers delivers delivers 
牛 S3mi 今 个 
> S mo 3 ,0 S,o 
s,^° 3 广 。 S , 1 s�m� S ^ � S�m� 3广。S 3 m i ^ 
session ^ ^ 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
round k ^ " ~ / 4 ^ j + 1 T 丨 + 2 ‘ ‘ 
Figure 4.3: Add a stream S p to the existing scheduling 
block retrievals for various streams as well as to simplify the scheduling of a new 
request, the system uses a retrievals scheduling map to accomplish the job. A 
typical sample is illustrated in Figure 4.4 which represents the schedule for the 
four streams in Figure 4.3 in the form of retrievals scheduling map. The first 
column is the service round number, the second column is the session number 
and the remaining columns are disk numbers, where d 二 8. If a disk is being 
utilized in session 1 of service round i, the corresponding entry in the map is 
marked with the stream number. For example, stream S ^ requires disk set 
DISK{Segment{S^', z, 0, 3)) = {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 } to transfer data at session 0 
of service round i and, consequently, all disks are marked with S^^ at session 
of service round i. It is important to point out that the length of the retrievals 
scheduling map is of Po service rounds because all the disk assignment patterns 
are repeated for every Po segments as explained in the previous section. There-
fore, the retrievals scheduling map can be stored into the main memory in the 
system without utilizing much memory resources. 
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Figure 4.4: Retrievals scheduling map of Figure 4.3 
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4.2 Admission Control 
There are two conditions for the system to consider whether it should admit a 
new user into the system or not. These conditions are: 
1. To satisfy the continual display requirement of a stream. The time between 
displaying two continuously segment is 点.Therefore , the system has to 
place the next segment of video data into the buffer within ^ seconds. To 
fulfill the requirement, the system needs to satisfy the following condition: 
k+l 1 
j y r [ U ) < j ^ 0 < j < d (4.1) 
i:=l 
where k is the number of streams that the system has currently admitted 
and j is the index to the disk subsystem. The condition states that the total 
disk latency of k + 1 streams should be less than the playback time interval 
between consecutive segments of any stream. 
2. To satisfy the individual disk bandwidth requirement. Since the bandwidth 
of a disk is limited, it can only support a maximum number of streams at 
a given time interval. If k streams are using disk j for data retrieval, then 
the following condition needs to be satisfied: 
fc+i 
Y ^ P R . U < B 3 (4.2) 
i=i 
where Bj is the maximum bandwidth of disk j and PR is the playback rate 
of video streams. 
Based on the two conditions described above, we can obtain the admission 
algorithm as shown in Figure 4.5. The algorithm consists of two parts. The 
first part (line 1 to line 7 of Figure 4.5) examines whether the video template 
subscribed by the to-be-admitted client, DISK{RZ'g_,tart+i)^ of stream k + 1 will 
violate Equation (4.1) and (4.2). If the two conditions are satisfied, the algorithm 
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Algorithm Admission Control Algorithm 
Procedure Admit_User(A; + l,stream, res, seg^tart) 
/* k + 1 : the to-be admitted k + l%treams */ 
/* stream : the stream, 3^% that associate with video m^； * / 
/* res : the normal display resolution the client subscribed * / 
/* seg—start : the starting segment number where the client issued 
the playback command */ 
Begin 
1 For i 4- 0 to Po — 1 Do 
2 For all j G Z ^ / ^ , ( ^ : * a H + J Do 
3 If ( T L o T r , > A ) or ( E t o P R . U > B,) 




8 For i — 0 to Pr - 1 Do 
9 For all session 1 G round i Do 
11 If - 3 a slot for DISK{RZlstarm) 
12 create a new session 
13 Endif 
14 marked the slot of disk j at session 1 of round i with stream 
15 Endfor 
16 Endfor 
17 Return true 
End Admit_User 
Figure 4.5: Admission control algorithm 
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advances to the second part (line 8 to line 18 of Figure 4.5) to schedule the incom-
ing stream to disk slots that are available. For instance, consider the scenario in 
Figure 4.3 again. Suppose the number of maximum sessions supported by each 
disk is 4 and we assume streams 5^°, 5 7 � a n d S^ ' are already admitted before 
service round i. After the system has received request for allocating resource for 
a new stream S^' at service round i, then it starts the Admit_User algorithm to 
see if the request of stream S^' can be fulfilled. The first part of the algorithm 
verifies for the possibility of adding load to the disk set DISK{Rl) = { 3 , 4 } ’ 
D I S K ( R l ) = {7 ,0 } , BISK(E ' , ) = {5 ,6 } , DISK{Rl) 二 { l , 2 } , B / S K ( R l ) = 
{3,4}, DISK[Rl) = {7，0}，DISK{Rl) = { 5 ,6 } and DISK{R\) = {1,2} at 
service round i, i + 1, i + 2, i + 3, i + 4, i + 5, i + 6 and i + 7 respectively. In 
this case, the test is passed because the maximum number of load to each disk 
at any given service round is 2. The second part of the admission algorithm is 
to perform the scheduling computation. Take the first segment as an example, 
when the system schedules for segment /¾ at service round z, it is found that 
DISK{Rl) of video mo, DISK{Rl) of video mi and DISK{R[) of video mo 
overlap at disk 4. Therefore, a new session, session 2, is created at service round 
i and the corresponding slot in session 2 of service round i is marked with S � � 
The result of the map for the first Po segments is shown in Figure 4.4. 
Chapter 5 
Load Balancing of the Disk System 
Apart from offering normal playback and VCR capabilities, our file system layout 
can also balance the load among the disks for different display resolutions. In 
other words, the disk system achieves the load balancing property whenever the 
video file is accessed, both in normal or VCR display. The following is the proof 
of the load balancing property of our VOD system. 
Lemma 1 The number ofdata blocks per segment retrievedfor display resolution 
r，is an integer multiple of the number of data blocks per segment retrieved for 
display resolution r', where 0 < r, < r < n. 
Proof 
The lemma can be proved by the transitivity that the number of data blocks 
of display resolution r, is an integer multiple of display resolution r - 1, for 
0 < r < n. Suppose there exists 1 consecutive display resolutions exits between r 
and r' such that r' < n < r2 . . . n < r, and r/ 二 r - 1, r' 二 n — 1. By condition 
43 
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C2, for any two consecutive display resolutions, the following relationship exists: 
yk^ 6. 
^ 0 r r = Ck-uwheve Ck-i is an integer 
Zli=o bi 
It is clear that any two consecutive display resolutions between r and r', inclus-
ively, can be expressed as : 
E L o ^ 广 ^ b ^ ^ — c ^ ^ : C r , 
添 = 。 … ^ ^ - ‘ 1 ’ E ; L - 。 、 . - “ " ， • • ‘ E t o ^ 
where Cr” CV;_i, . . . , Cr' are integers. 
By substitution, we can relate E L o ~ and ECo bi, such that 
[ i = 0 ^i — p r^ “ 
^ ^ ~ — 二 Uri . ^rj_i . , . W' 
Ei=0 ~ 
where Cr, . Cr,_, . . . C— is an integer. Therefore, E L o ~ is an integer multiple of 
^ r ' . . • 
L^i=o Oi • 
Lemma 2 Let the normal display resolution be r, the amount of data retrieved 




If a user has subscribed the maximum display resolution, that is r — n — 1, 
as the normal display, it is clear that the server retrieves equal amount of data 
from every disk at every service round. The reason is that data blocks of display 
resolution n in a segment are evenly distributed to each disk in the parallel disk 
system. However, the case is not trivial when the normal display resolution is 
set to be less than n — 1. In these cases, data blocks of display resolution r 
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(0 < r < n — 1) in one segment are no longer evenly distributed to every disk. 
As a result, not every disk is involved when one segment of a video file is retrieved 
by the server in a service round. We show below that transfer load of every disk 
is balanced after Pr consecutive service rounds. Since 
EIS^ ^ 二 d = p 
Y ELo ^ ELo h . ‘ 
By Lemma 1, we know Pr must be an integer. This implies that the disk set 
V 二 { 0 , 1 , . . . , d — 2, d — 1} can be divided into Pr disjoint sub-sets, each of size 
E L o ~ . Each of this sub-set represents a segment of disk assignment for display 
resolution r. Without lost of generality, we assume a user starts to play video 
at a normal speed of resolution r from segment j at service round k. The Pr 
disjoint sub-sets from segment j to j + Pr — 1 can be expressed as : 
DISK{RT^) n DISK{R^^^,) 0 . . . 0 DISK{R'^^p^^_2) H ^ / ^ / ^ ( ^ , V . - i ) 
= 0 (5.1) 
and 
DISK{R^^) U DISK{R '^^ , ) U . . . U DISK{R'^^p^^_2) U DISKiR^^^p^_,) 
= { 0 , l , l . . . , ( i - l } (5.2) 
Equation (5.1) shows that the Pr sub-sets are disjoint and therefore, data blocks 
of display resolution r are non-overlapping in these Pr consecutive segments. 
However, Equation (5.1) alone does not guarantee that data blocks of display 
resolution r in Pr consecutive segments are evenly distributed to every disk and 
therefore, we need Equation (5.2) to ensure the condition. The base template con-
struction (line 3 to line 12 in Figure 3.7) in our proposed assignment algorithm 
works under the principle of Equation (5.1) and (5.2); thus the layout of a video 
file also follows the property in Equation (5.1) and (5.2). According to our disk 
scheduling policy (section 5), one segment of a video is retrieved at one service 
round for a user. As a result the server retrieves only one data block from all 
disks over Pr consecutive service rounds data block retrievals. • 
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Figure 5.1: Normal and VCR display 
Lemma 3 If a user has subscribed a display resolution r as the normal display 
upon his admission, the amount of data transfer of every disk for any VCR 
display using display resolution r', where 0 < r' < r < n - 1, is the same over 
P^ consecutive service rounds, where Pr = y^^~~^-
Z _ ^ i = 0 * 
Proof 
Since the disk schedule for a video stream has already been fixed upon the admis-
sion of a new client, the VCR requests issued during any normal display period do 
not alter the disk schedule. In other words, any data block for VCR display must 
be retrieved under the same disk schedule for normal display retrieval. However, 
instead of retrieving the data blocks from the normal display, the system retrieves 
the data blocks for the VCR display. 
Without losing generality, we assume that a user, who has subscribed resolution 
r as the normal display, starts to play Fast Forward / Rewind with display 
resolution r' at segment j (as illustrated in Figure 5.1). 
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By Lemma 1, we know that r is an integer multiple of r' such that 
r r' 
Y^ hi mod Y^ hi = 0 
i=o i=0 
In the template construction (line 13-19 in Figure 3.7), the base template of 
display resolution r is repeated for every P” segments. The scenario is shown in 
Figure 5.1, the disk assignment of data blocks for resolution r of the 产 segment 
is the same as the assignment of data blocks for segment j + 1 . Pr (1 = l,2,..etc). 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2, no components of resolution r are overlapped in this 
Pr consecutive segments. Let 
g ^ 二 a (5.3) 
l^i=0 bi 
The Pr disjoint sets property of video blocks of resolution r are expressed in 
Equations (5.1) and (5.2). Since the disk assignment sets of resolution r — 1 
are subsets of resolution r such that DISKiJlT;�G DISK{n'^. Furthermore, 
Lemma 1 ensures that r is an integer multiple of r'. Therefore, the disk assignment 
set of resolution r at segment j is equal to the set union of resolution r — 1 at 
segments j + i . P” where 0 < i < Cr — 1. Mathematically, we can express the 
statement as: 
DISK{R^'^,) n DISK{R]'^p^,^,) n . . . n DISK{R^'^^Cr-W^) = 0 (5.4) 
and 
DISK{R^ '^ , ) U DISK{R]'^p^^^,) U . . . U DISK(R?+(c,、-i).i^,、+0 = DISK(R^^^,l5.5) 
where 0 < i < Pr — 1. 
Substitute Equation (5.5) into Equation (5.1), we get 
DISK{R^') n DISK{R:^'^,) n . . . n DISK{R^'^p^,_,) = 0 (5.6) 
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Equation (5.6) implies that the retrieving of all video blocks of resolution r' in 
VCR mode, which is operated under the disk scheduling of the normal display of 
resolution r, are non-overlapped in consecutive Pr' segments. 
Also, i fwe substitute Equation (5.5) into Equation (5.2)，we have 
DISK{R^') n DISK{R^'^,) n . . . n DISK{R^'^p^^,_,) = {0,1,2, . . .，d - 1} 
p , j - i 
U ^ > / 5 7 顺 ' ） = { 0 , 1 ’ 2 广 . ， 0 ^ - 1 } ( 5 . 7 ) 
i=o 
Equation (5.7), together with Equation (5.6) , tells us that there is only one unit 
of video block transferred for each disk during VCR display of resolution r' after 
y ^ r b • 
P— consecutive segments. Since the 台 7 � : segments are retrieved in one service 
round, the load of every disk is balanc^ in Pr consecutive service rounds. • 
Theorem 1 A VOD file system is said to have the load balancing property 
with respect to a video file if every disk has the same load over S consecutive 
service rounds retrievals, where S is an integer multiple of Pr and r is normal 
display resolution for a client. 
Proof 
By Lemma 2, it is shown that the load of every disk is balanced over Pr consec-
utive service rounds retrievals under the normal display. In Lemma 3, we have 
shown that the load of every disk is also balanced over Pr consecutive rounds 




In this chapter, we develop the framework of buffer management for our multi-
resolution file system. In addition, we analyze the minimum buffer requirement 
and minimum starting time for a successful video playback. At the end of the 
chapter, we show the maximum buffer requirement for a newly admitted user. 
6.1 Buffer Organization 
The memory buffer of the VOD system is to hold the data retrieved from the disk 
system temporary before it is consumed by the clients. By using memory buffer, 
our disk scheduling algorithm can be simplified because the order of video stream 
retrievals can easily be re-sequenced. Moreover, the video server can smoothen 
data transmission from the disk system to the network subsystem by using buffer. 
Usually, buffer space managed by an I/O scheduler can be either single buffer 
or dual buffer. In a single buffer system, there is only one set of buffer and data 
will be consumed as soon as the buffer is filled. On the other hand, the dual 
buffer system consists of two distinct sets of buffers which are used alternately. 
49 
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Figure 6.1: Dual buffer system 
That is, data retrieved from disks are stored in one set of buffer while the data 
obtained in the previous service round will be consumed in other set of buffer. 
Buffer that stored data in service round k will be consumed in service round k^l 
and verse visa. 
The scenario of dual buffer system is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The video 
server reserves two sets of buffer, namely b u f f e r l and buf fer2 , for each admit-
ted client. The size of each buffer set depends on the display quality, namely the 
display resolution, that a client subscribes. Usually, more buffer resources are 
allocated for the client who subscribes a higher quality of video display. Upon 
receiving the video playback request for segment i from the client, the corres-
ponding video data blocks are retrieved from the disks system and then put to 
the b u f f e r l . However, the data blocks in b u f f e r l are not immediately trans-
ferred to the network in the current service round. In the next service round, the 
disks read data blocks for the segment i + 1 of video into the buf fer2 . Once the 
data blocks for segment i + 1 are available in buf fer2 , segment i is delivered to 
the client. 
The alternate produce-consume property offered by the dual buffer organiza-
tion enables the system to take the full advantage of optimizing the disk schedul-
ing. In the proposed disk scheduling scheme, video data retrieved in the previous 
service round are consumed once the data blocks retrieved in the current service 
round are ready in buffer. That means video data for different client streams 
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are not consumed at the same time as when the current service round ends. The 
reason is to have a smooth transition of video data Also, the retrieval of video 
streams for the incoming clients are arranged to any free session slot in order to 
optimize the utilization of the aggregate bandwidth of the disk system. Therefore, 
it is possible that the interval between two consecutive retrievals of a video stream 
may be more than p^^^L.(^) sessions. In other words, retrievals scheduled in 
session i of round j may not be scheduled in session i of round j + 1. If single 
buffer is used, the client may suffer from starvation because video data may be 
not be available in the buffer space since the last consumption. On the other 
hand, the interval between two consecutive data consumptions is guaranteed to 
be exactly p R ^ , � s e s s i o n s in the dual buffer organization, and thus it frees 
the clients from starvation. The reason is that clients only consume data retrieved 
in the last service round rather than in the current service round, any retrieval 
delay due to the disk scheduler is compensated by the usage of buffer. 
6.2 Buffer Requirement For Different Video Play-
back Mode 
The total buffer required to be allocated for a newly admitted client depends 
on the video playback quality subscribed by that client. Generally, the size of 
buffer is directly proportional to the playback quality. That is to say that the 
higher the playback quality the client subscribes, the more buffer space the video 
server is required to reserve. Specifically, the amount of buffer to be allocated 
is determined by the selected display resolution because the display resolution 
determines the number of data blocks retrieved for normal and VCR display in 
a service round. 
In the following section, we examine the buffer requirement for normal and 
VCR display : 
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• Normal Display 
The consideration of choosing the size of buffer required for the operation of 
normal display is quite self-explanatory. In each service round, a complete 
video segment of normal display is transferred from the disk array system 
to the buffer. As a result, the size of a buffer set is equal to the number 
of video data blocks of a video segment of normal display, ELo � w h e r e r 
^ is the normal display resolution. Thus the total buffer for the dual buffer 
system is 2.ELzO bi. For example, as in the scenario where a client subscribes 
video mo, of which the layout is shown in Figure 3.1, and selects display 
resolution 1 as normal display. We assume that the client starts the normal 
playback at the segment 0 at service round 0. The timing diagram of the 
buffer operation during normal display for the first four service rounds is 
illustrated in Figure 6.2. The Figure 6.2 consists of five pictures: 
a) shows which video data blocks are retrieved in each service round. 
b) demonstrates the validity of the video blocks consumption in each ser-
vice round. There are two lines, a thin and a thick one, in the diagram. 
The thin line indicates the lowest segment number of a video that is 
retrieved in the current service round. For instance, the lowest seg-
ment number of a video retrieved in service round 1 is 1. The other 
line, the thick one, indicates the highest number of a video segment 
consumed in the current service round. For example, the highest seg-
ment number of a video consumed in service round 3 is 1 in the figure. 
Thus, if it happens that the highest segment number of consumption 
is greater than the least segment number of retrieval in the same ser-
vice round, and hence the value of the thick line is higher than the 
thin line, the video blocks consumption operation is considered to be 
invalid because it is impossible for the video blocks to be transferred 
to network before they are retrieved from the disk array. 
c) shows which video data blocks are transferred to bufferl as well as 
their utilization for each service round. The y — axis of the diagram 
indicates the number of buffer blocks being utilized. 
d) depicts which video data blocks are transferred to buffer2 for each 
service round. The diagram also shows the utilization of buffer2. 
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Figure 6.2: Timing diagram for normal display buffer operation 
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The y — axis of the diagram indicates the number of buffer blocks 
being utilized. 
e) describes the utilization of the dual buffer system. It is the sum of buffer 
utilization of b u f f e r l and buffer2. 
Upon the first playback request, the VOD server creates a video stream 
‘ 6 7 ° for that client. According to the disk scheduling policy, disk 0 and 
disk 1 are reserved for 5 7 � a t service round 0 and the data blocks of 7¾ 
(r°o and rJ�) are retrieved accordingly. The retrieved video segment Rl is 
temporarily stored in the b u f f e r l and is not consumed till the arrival of 
video segment R\ at service round 1. Once the video segment R\ is available 
in the buf fer2 , the video segment 7¾ is then transferred to the client from 
the b u f f e r l . In general, the video segment retrieved in service round k is 
buffered up and will be delivered in service round k + 1. As a result, the 
size of each buffer set is ELo ~ = 2 blocks; the size of dual buffer system 
is, therefore, 2 . ELo h = 4 blocks. 
• V C R Display 
The deliberation of selecting optimal buffer size for VCR display is not as 
straight forward as normal display since the retrieval order of VCR display 
video segments is not in the same sequence as they are displayed. The data 
blocks retrieval schedule for a video stream has already been fixed during 
the admission, it cannot be altered for any display mode, normal or VCR 
display. That is, the server can only retrieve VCR data blocks under the 
operation of normal display disk schedule for each service round. In general, 
if a client starts the VCR playback that is ^ times faster than the normal 
display at segment j in service round k, where r and r' are normal and 
VCR display resolution respectively, then instead of retrieving segments 
i^ which are the normal display video segment at segment j, the server 
retrieves video segments R^j'^i.p^ in service round k, where 0 < i < 矢. 
The ratio of VCR speed-up determines the size of buffer to be allocated. 
During the VCR display period,寄 consecutive video segments are trans-
ferred to the client in each service round. However, the retrieval of extra 
字—1 non-consecutive V C R video segments,尺；“尸,、for 丄 ^ ^ < 务， i n 
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Figure 6.3: Timing diagram of VCR buffer operation when buffer 二 6 blocks 
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each service round makes the server impossible to deliver the set of reques-
ted data on time. One of the possible solutions to ensure smooth VCR 
playback is by means of additional buffer space. All the retrieved VCR 
video segments are first being stored in the buffer space until the first com-
plete set of requested data is available in the buffer. The out of sequence 
prefetched VCR video segments are then rearranged in order with the aid 
^ of additional buffer and are transferred to client accordingly. 
In addition, the start-up latency for a VCR display command also depends 
on the ratio of VCR speed-up. The start-up latency, which is in terms of 
service rounds, is the time interval between the retrieval and delivery of the 
first set of requested data. Based on the video blocks retrieval schedule, 
the first complete set of VCR video segments generally cannot be read in 
one service round. The disks have to read data into the buffer in several 
service rounds in order to collect the first complete set of requested data 
and we define this period as the prefetech interval Therefore, the VCR 
operation will be in effect with respect to the client after the latency of 
several service rounds. The length of start up latency is determined by the 
normal display resolution subscribed and the ratio of VCR speed-up and 
therefore the length of start-up latency is client dependent. 
In order to better illustrate the scenario, consider the case in Figure 6.3 (a). 
Suppose the user in Figure 6.2 starts the VCR fast forward display that is 
2 times faster than the normal speed at segment 0. Under the operation 
of the normal display disk scheduling, disk 0 and 1 are reserved in service 
round 0, disk 4 and 5 are reserved in service round 1, disk 2 and 3 are 
reserved in service round 2 and so on. During the VCR display period, 
the video server reads two segments of VCR display data blocks of display 
resolution 0, i^ °+-.4 for 0 < i < 2, into the buffer system. For instance, 
video blocks rgo and r;o are copied into bufferl and buffer2 in service 
round 0 respectively^ However, the video blocks that currently in the buffer 
cannot form the first set of requested data, that is rg，。and rJ o- The set is 
available only when the disks read r% and rgg into the bufferl and buffer2 
^There is no special reason for the buffer arrangement of video data blocks. The system can 
distribute the retrieved video data blocks to any buffer set. Our choice in Figures 6.3 (b) and 
(c) is just for presentation convenience. 
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at service round 1 respectively. 
Our choice of buffer size in Figure 6.3 is based on the start-up latency as 
well as the normal display resolution. Figure 6.3 (a) and (c) show that 
rgo and r% are entirely transferred into the b u f f e r l after service round 1, 
which implies that the prefetech interval for the first set of requested VCR 
data is 2 service rounds. In addition, the server needs more resources to 
buffer up additional video data. Based on this argument, our data blocks 
retrieval policy only guarantees that the video data blocks are available 
only at the end of a service round. Therefore, starvation may occur at 
the time of data delivery, in that the interval between the two consecut-
ive retrievals for a video stream may be over pRxqLax�^ seconds. Con-
sequently, the start-up latency needs to be increased to 3 service rounds in 
order to avoid starvation. As a result, the total buffer in Figure 6.3 equals 
start-up latency X XX=o ^ = 6. 
However, the way to calculate the prefetch interval in Figure 6.3 cannot 
always ensure that the video server provides smooth video playback service. 
Consider the Figure 6.3 again. In case the time interval between the data 
retrievals of service round 2 and 3 is over 尸似丁工細工 ( " ) s e c o n d , r^ Q and r^ g 
will be unavailable during the service round 3. Meanwhile, the server should 
transfer r^ • and rg，。to the client. Under these circumstances, the client will 
starve and the VCR display service is interrupted. Figure 6.3 (b) clearly 
demonstrates that the consumption buffer operation at the end of service 
round 2 is invalid because the highest segment number of consumption is 
greater the lowest segment number of retrieval. 
In order to provide continuous VCR video playback service, the server has 
to ensure that the highest segment number of data consumption must be 
always smaller than the lowest segment number of data retrieval. Mathem-
atically, we can define the relationship by the following formula: 
^k^ . (t + 1) - 1 < L ^ J . Pr' + (5 + t) mod Pr (6.1) 
E t o ^ Pr 
where 
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Figure 6.4: Pictorial representation of Equation 6.1 
s is the prefetch interval 
t is the current service round - 5 
r is the normal display resolution and, 
r' is the VCR display resolution 
The left hand side (L.H.S.) of Equation (6.1) is the highest segment number 
of video blocks consumed at the end of service round t. For each service 
V^7、 b • 
round during the VCR display period, p ^ ^ consecutive VCR segments 
Lw=o � 
Y~^ '� b. 
are consumed. Therefore, there are ^ f ^ .(力 + 1) segments delivered at the 
E^=o � 
end of service round t. The right hand side (R.H.S.) of Equation (6.1) is the 
least segment number of video blocks retrieval at service round t + 1. The 
R.H.S. of the Equation (6.1) consists of two parts. The first part is [ ^ \ ' P r ' 
which represents the segment number that has already been read into the 
buffer in the past [ ^ J service rounds. The second part is {s + t) mod Pr 
which represents the least segment number of retrieved data during service 
round 5 + t to s + t + Pr — 1. 
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Theorem 2 The prefetch interval for VCR operation of speed-up rate 呆 
is [P^ . (1 _ ^ ) J + 1 service rounds, where r and r' are the normal and 
VCR display resolution respectively. 
Proof 
We use Equation (6.1) to obtain the result. 
^ Let ， 
f{x) = 5 ^ ^ . (^ + 1) — 1 and, 
l^i=o 〜 
g{x) = l _ ^ j . Pr' + {s + x) mod P r . 
f[x) is linear and is strictly increasing while g{x) has the following proper-
ties: 
- i t is strictly increasing. 
-g{x) is linear except at the point of integer multiple of P” At these 
points, the segment number of data retrieved increases abruptly by P— 
because the video blocks between segment 管.P— + (<s + ^) mod Pr 
and ( 学 + 1) . Pr' + (<s + x) mod Pr are already in the buffer. 
If the highest segment number of data consumed is always smaller than the 
lowest segment number of data retrieved at any given service rounds t and 
t + P^ — 1, then the inequality of Equation 6.1 holds for any service round. 
Consider the scenario at service round t of Figure 6.4. Since s + t is an 
integer multiple of P” the term {s + t) mod Pr is canceled and we can 
simplify f{t) and g{t) as 
\^T I s _|_ ^  
m = ^ ^ ' ( t + l ) - l and g(t) = — • P.. 
) ^ i = o bi T 
Substituting into Equation 6.1, we get 
则 > m 
# . P r ' > g ^ . ( t + l ) - l 
^r )^i=0 ^i 
s > 1 - 昏 (6.2) 
^r' 
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At round t + P, — 1，f{t + P, — 1) and g{t + Pr — 1) can be simplified as 
f(t + Pr — 1) = g ^ . (t + P r ) — 1 and g(t + Pr — 1) 二 管 . P r ' + Pr + 1 
^t=o bt 
Substituting f(t + Pr - 1) and g{t + Pr 一 1) into Equation 6.1 
> g^t + Pr - 1) > f{t + Pr - 1) 
宇 ？ — + 尸 厂 1 > ^ ^ ' { t + Pr)-l 
^r 2 i^=0 0¾ 
S > Pr ‘ (1 - ^ ) (6.3) 
J^r' 
Since these two equations are applied to the Equation 6.1 , an AND oper-
ation must be applied to Equation 6.2 and Equation 6.3. The result then 
becomes 
. > Pr ‘ (1 - ^ ) (6.4) 
^r' 
Therefore, the prefetch interval for VCR operation of speed-up rate 吴 is 
L P " i - ^ ) J + i • 
Example 
Consider the scenario in Figure 6.3 again. By using the result in Theorem 2, 
given r = 1, r' = 0 and d = 8, the prefetch interval is [|(1 - |)J + 1 二 3 service 
rounds. Therefore, the start-up latency is 4 service rounds and the size of the 
dual buffer system that ensures smooth VCR playback of display resolution 0 is 
4 . j]i^Q bi 二 8. The timing diagram of the VCR buffer operation at the buffer 
size 二 8 blocks is illustrated in Figure 6.5. 
Theorem 3 The maximum buffer requirement for a client who has subscribed r 
as the normal display resolution is {s + 1). E L o K —lere s = [Pr • (1 — ^ -)J + 1 . 
Proof 
To prove the theorem, we consider the buffer required for the two display modes, 
normal and VCR display, and select the maximum requirement between them. 
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• normal display 
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the buffer requirement for normal 
display of display resolution r is 2 . Y^=o h. 
• V C R display 
By Theorem 2, we can deduce that the total buffer required for VCR display 
, o f speed-up rate ^ is {[Pr . (1 — ^ ) J + 2) . E L o ^- It can be observed 
from Equation (6.4) that the greater the VCR speed-up ratio, the longer 
the prefetch interval is. The implication is that we can obtain the greatest 
value of prefetch interval under any normal display resolution by assigning 
r' 二 0. As a result, the maximumprefetch interval under the normal display 
resolution r is [P, . (1 — ^ )J + 1 service rounds. Therefore, the maximum 
buffer requirement during VCR playback period is ([Pr . (1 — ^ )J + 2 ) . 
Yll=o bi. 
It is clear that ( [P, . (1 — ^ )J + 2) is always greater than 2 as long as P. + Po. 
Hence, the maximum buffer requirement for a client who has subscribed r as the 
normal display resolution is 
( L P r . ( i - ^ ) j + 2 ) . i > . 




It is commonly agreed that designing a VOD server is a challenging task. Unlike 
traditional information server in which textual and numeric data are stored, mil-
lions of image sequences are stocked in the video storage server. By nature, the 
size of images, though in compressed format, is voluminous and hence they oc-
cupy a considerable amount of storage space. This sizeable image volume results 
in the requirement of large data transfer rate for storage and network subsystem 
during the video playback and VCR display period. Moreover, video data con-
vey meaning only when presented continuously in time. The real-time retrieval 
requirement in addition to large data transfer rate requirement make the design 
of a cost-effective video server more difficult. 
In this dissertation, we mainly address the problem due to the requirement 
of large data transfer rate. We propose a video data blocks placement scheme 
which aims at providing a load balanced and cost-effective storage environment 
in designing a video server (Chapter 3). Our data blocks placement scheme 
takes the advantage of subband video coding. The band splitting characteristic 
of subband video coding enables us to strip the video frame components across 
the cooperating disks; hence the disk bandwidth is more effectively utilized. In 
addition, the subband video coding scheme offers the multi-resolution and multi-
rate property for each encoded video files (Chapter 2). The multi-resolution 
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coding embeds video data of different display resolutions in a single video stream; 
thus the system can provide multi-resolution viewing services without replicating 
several sets of the same video with different resolutions support. The multi-rate 
property allows the video server system to extract subsets of the embedded video 
stream to become VCR display. These two properties enable the system to store 
one set of video to support multi-resolution as well as VCR display services. 
The principle of the data block placement scheme is the attempt to allocate 
video blocks belonging to the same display resolution of two consecutive video 
segments in disjoint set of disks. The purpose of this scheme is to enhance the 
possibility of keeping constant transfer bandwidth of disk and network subsys-
tem during the normal and VCR display period. In order to make the placement 
strategy feasible, two conditions have to be satisfied(Chapter 3.4): The first con-
dition is that the minimum number of disks for a video file is d = E?=o ~ while the 
second condition is the number of disk blocks of display resolution j, ELo〜，is 
an integer multiple of the number of disk blocks of display resolution j — 1. These 
two conditions guarantee that video blocks of any two consecutive video segments 
belonging to the same display resolution, except for the highest display resolution, 
can be stored on different sets of disks. The video blocks placement algorithm is 
presented in Chapter 3. 
Apart from offering constant data transfer requirement during normal and 
VCR display period, the data block placement scheme also maintains the load 
balanced features for various display modes. The load balanced feature of the 
storage system avoids the occurrence of "hot spots" in conventional storage ar-
chitectures and it is important in providing cost-effective services. The proof of 
this important feature in our storage system is illustrated in Chapter 5. 
System resources management is a critical design issue in the video server sys-
tem. Generally, system resources, including computing power, I /O bandwidth as 
well as memory buffer, are very expensive. If they are not well managed, the 
system will not be cost effective. To deal with this problem, we have developed 
the retrieval scheduling and admission control policy in Chapter 4. With the aid 
of retrieval scheduling map, the video server can admit appropriate number of 
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users effectively so that the system resources are not over utilized. The retrieval 
scheduling scheme employs the cyclical scheduling policy in scheduling the data 
retrievals for each video stream. The cyclical scheduling policy means data re-
trievals, which are proceeded in service rounds, and it ensures that the computing 
power an, d disk I /O can be equally shared by each video stream. 
Finally, we present the buffer management scheme in Chapter 6. In our sys-
tem, we use the dual buffer system approach. Our retrieval scheduling scheme 
assumes that the time interval between two consecutive data retrievals of the same 
video stream may not be constant; thus the transfer rate of the video stream may 
not be guaranteed. By using the dual buffer system, video data retrieved in the 
current service round can be consumed in the next service round so that the diliv-
ery of video data can be smoothened. In addition,皿461 this retrieval scheme, the 
sequence of video data blocks retrievals for VCR display is generally not in the 
same order of their display. Using our proposed buffer scheme, we can rearrange 
these out of sequence video segments in order before delivery to the users. In 
Chapter 6, we also determine the buffer requirement for various display modes 
and the maximum buffer size for each client. 
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